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We investigate the existence of non–Bragg band gaps in 1D aperiodic photonic structures, namely the Fibonacci and Thue–Morse lattices
combining ordinary positive index materials and dispersive metamaterials. Both structures present new band gaps which, in contrast with
the usual Bragg gaps, are not based on interference mechanisms. One of these non–Bragg gaps, called zero–n̄ gap and corresponding to
zero (volume) averaged refractive index, has been reported to be present in Fibonacci lattices. In this paper we extend this result to other
aperiodic systems, showing the existence of a zero–n̄ gap also in Thue–Morse lattices. Furthermore, we show that these systems can also
support two polarization–selective non–Bragg gaps: the zero permeability, and the zero permittivity gaps. Some distinctive aspects of these
gaps are outlined and the impact on the photonic spectra produced by the level of the generation of the aperiodic structure is analyzed.
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1 Introduction
In recent years the study of periodic dielectric structures, photonic crystals (PCs), has been a subject of growing interest due
to their panoply of applications. The most relevant property of
PCs is the possibility of generating photonic band gaps (PBGs)
for light propagation in certain geometries [1], analogous to
the electronic band gaps of a semiconductor. This effect has
been observed in both one–, two–, and three–dimensional
structures in the form of absence of light propagation for specific sets of frequencies (see Ref. [2], and references therein).
The simplest one–dimensional (1D) PC is the well known
Bragg mirror, which is a periodic structure consisting of two
different alternating layers of conventional dielectric materials [3]. The Fourier spectrum of this infinite periodic multilayer shows a discrete distribution (equidistant well–defined
Bragg peaks) corresponding to the reciprocal lattice vectors.
On the other hand, disordered dielectric media (exhibiting
a continuous Fourier spectrum) have also attracted the attention of researchers because they show several interesting
properties such as the existence of PBGs with some strong resonances, which can localize light very effectively [4].
Within the intermediate regime between complete order and
disorder, aperiodic dielectric multilayers following a deterministic sequence also display characteristic spectral properties not
present in either of these extreme cases. Fractal Cantor [5]–[7],
Fibonacci [8, 9], and Thue–Morse [10, 11] systems are some of
the most common examples of aperiodic multilayers having,
additionally, different characteristics. Fibonacci and Cantor
multilayers present a discrete Fourier spectrum characterized
by self–similar Bragg peaks. However, from a structural view-
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point, Fibonacci and fractal Cantor lattices belong to two different types of aperiodic systems: while Fibonacci structures
are composed of building blocks exhibiting two incommensurate periods (i.e., it is quasiperiodic), in fractal Cantor lattices
the resulting building blocks are mutually commensurate by
construction [12]. On the other hand, Thue–Morse structures
present a continuous Fourier spectrum with discrete singularities, so it can be interpreted essentially as a discrete distribution [13]. For this reason, a Thue–Morse lattice is not considered a quasiperiodic but a deterministic aperiodic system.
Almost every natural material has been used to construct periodic and aperiodic PCs. After the introduction of negative
refractive index materials by Veselago [14] in 1968, the recent
fabrication of metamaterials (MMs) has drawn renewed interest in them [15]. MMs with negative refraction index are artificially constructed composites exhibiting a negative electric
permittivity together with a negative magnetic permeability
in the same frequency range. It has been shown that periodic
PCs made with alternating layers of MM and ordinary dielectric materials can lead to a new type of photonic band gaps
which are not based on interference mechanisms [16, 17]. The
first kind of non–Bragg gap arises naturally when the volume
average refractive index, n̄, of the multilayer equals zero [16].
The second kind appears at frequencies where either the magnetic permeability, µ, or the electric permittivity, e, of the MM
is zero [17]. Both kind of non–Bragg gaps are scale–length invariant and very robust against disorder.
In this paper we investigate the light transmission through 1D
aperiodic PCs containing MMs with special attention to the
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existence of non–Bragg band gaps. Some papers on aperiodic
distributions of MMs have been recently published [18]–[21].
Zero–n̄ band gaps in Fibonacci stacks of MMs and conventional dielectric materials were investigated in [20, 21]. However, to our knowledge, zero–n̄ gaps in other aperiodic systems have not been reported so far. Furthermore, we have
found that zero–µ or zero–e band gaps arise in frequency
ranges omitted in the previous references [20].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review
the conventional transfer matrix method for the calculation of
photonic spectra of a multilayer structure including both electric and magnetic materials. In Section 3 we study the spectral properties of some 1D aperiodic PCs containing MMs. We
perform the analysis for two particular cases, namely the Fibonacci and Thue–Morse lattices. Finally, we outline the main
results in Section 4. An exp(−iωt) time–dependence is implicit throughout √
the paper, with ω the angular frequency, t
the time, and i = −1.
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being j=0 and j = N+1 the incident and transmission media (air in our case). Because no backward plane wave can
be found on the right side of the multilayer, A−
N +1 = 0. The
reflection and transmission coefficients are given by

R=
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f j+ + f j− , f j± ( x, y) =
k2x , and k j = ωn j /c
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j expi ( k x x ± k jy y ), where k jy = k j −
is the wave number in the jth medium with refractive index
√ √
n j = e j µ j . A±
j are integration constants to be determined
by applying the standard electromagnetic boundary conditions at the interface. These conditions may be written as a
2 × 2 linear system of equations given by

!

The matrix Pj is known as the wave propagation matrix. The
iterative application of the transfer and propagation matrices may be used to solve the general problem of transmission
through N layers. The first step is

2 THE TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
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Let us consider the optical propagation through a 1D multilayer combining dielectric materials and MMs. We use the
conventional transfer matrix method (see for instance, Ref.
[22]) to calculate the photonic spectra of this structure. Although it is a well–known technique, we revise it here for
the case when both electric and magnetic materials are considered. Let us consider the scattering at the jth interface between two successive layers whose position, without loss of
generality, has been taken as y = 0. The function f ( x, y) represents the z–directed component of the electric field for the
TE–polarization case (electric field parallel to the layers) and
the z–directed component of the magnetic field for the TM–
polarization case (magnetic field parallel to the layers). This
function can be expressed as a combination of forward ( f j+ )
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respectively.

3 NUMERICAL RESULTS
Let us now consider a quasiperiodic multilayer based on
the Fibonacci sequence. The Fibonacci numbers, Fj with j =
0, 1, 2, ..., are characterized by the relation Fj+1 = Fj + Fj−1 ,
with F0 = 0 and F1 = 1, so { Fj } = {0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ...}.
Hence, each number in the sequence is just the sum of the
preceeding two. In a similar way, we have considered the
Fibonacci sequence based on a recursive relation, D j+1 =
{ D j , D j−1 } for j > 1, D1 = { A}, D2 = { AB}, D3 = { ABA},
D4 = { ABAAB}, and so on. Note that the sequence at generation level S, DS contains FS ‘A’ layers and FS−1 ‘B’ layers.
The deterministic Thue–Morse sequence is recursively constructed as Gj+1 = { Gj , G̃j } for j > 1 and G1 = { A}. G̃j is
obtained from Gj by interchanging ‘A’ and ‘B’, so G2 = { AB},
G3 = { ABBA},. . . The ‘A’ or ‘B’ number of layers at level S is
2S −1 .
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Note the presence of a gap in the frequency range where the
MM refractive index is negative ( f < 3.133 GHz). The position and size of this gap become stabilized for S > 6. In Ref.
[20] it has been proved for the Fibonacci multilayer that this
gap is a zero–n̄ gap. The average index for the Sth Fibonacci
level can be written as

n̄ FIB (S) =

FIG. 1 Fibonacci (b) and Thue–Morse (b) aperiodic distributions of metamaterials ‘A’
and ordinary positive index materials ‘B’.

52
102
+
2
−f
11.52 − f 2

0.92

µA = 1 +

32
0.9022 − f 2

(8)

As it is well known, the basic mathematical relationship between the Fibonacci series and the golden ratio is given by the
asymptotic limit

Figure 1 shows aperiodic multilayers from the Fibonacci and
Thue–Morse sequences, up to S = 5. In our simulations, ‘A’
represent dispersive MM layers with effective constitutive parameters given by [16]:
eA = 1 +

FS d A n A + FS−1 d B n B
.
FS d A + FS−1 d B

τ = lim

S→∞

√
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,
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2
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from which we can easily find that n̄ FIB (S → ∞) is zero at
2.547 GHz, a value lying in the lower gap shown in Figure 2a.

(7b)

Taking into account that the Thue–Morse multilayer presents
the same numbers of A–type and B–type slabs for a given level
S, the average index does not depend on this parameter, being

where f is the frequency measured in GHz. The same kind
of dispersion relations have been used to theoretically predict the existence of the zero–n gap in periodic multilayers,
later verified in recent experimental results [23]. The ‘B’ layers are the usual positive index materials, air in our case
(eB = µ B = 1). The widths of the MM and air layers are
d A = 6 mm and d B = 12 mm, respectively.
In Figure 2 we compare the photonic spectra of the Fibonacci
and Thue–Morse multilayers for normal incidence (θ = 0o )
and generation levels from 2 to 10. The gray–code bar gives
the reflection coefficient, R, of these structures, being R = 1
(T = 0) in white regions and R = 0 (T = 1) in black regions.
The frequency dependence of effective parameters e A and µ A
is shown in Figure 2c, becoming zero at frequency values 3.787
and 3.133 GHz, respectively.

n̄ T − M =

d A n A + dB nB
.
d A + dB

(10)

Then, the average index of the system is zero at 2.288 GHz,
and a gap does open at that frequency. It is instructive to note
that the Thue–Morse multilayer can be understood as a periodic multilayer associated with period Λ = d A + d B , but with
an ‘A’ and ‘B’ exchange in some unit cells, so the zero–n̄ gap
arises around the same frequency values for both cases. The
upper gaps in Figures 2a and b are based on standard interference mechanisms.
Now we study the influence of the incidence angle, θ, on the
photonic spectra of these aperiodic systems. At normal incidence, TE and TM polarization contributions are equivalent
due to the symmetry of the structure. In an oblique incidence,
however, the contributions of TE and TM polarizations are
no longer equivalent. This fact is shown in Figure 3 where
we compare the photonic spectra of the aperiodic multilayers
considered for θ = 45o .

FIG. 2 Photonic spectra for the (a) Fibonacci and (b) Thue–Morse multilayers. The right
figure shows the frequency behaviour of the constitutive parameters corresponding to
the metamaterial layers.

As in the periodic case [17], we observe in Figure 3 the existence of two new band gaps around the frequencies where
the effective parameters e A or µ A are zero. These gaps are
polarization–selective since the zero–µ gap appears for TE,
but not for TM polarization, whereas the zero–e gap appears
for TM, but not for TE polarization. The size of these gaps becomes stabilized for S >5 in both aperiodic structures. Furthermore, zero–µ and zero–e gaps are more robust than the
zero–n̄ gap. We observe that for S <5, the zero–n̄ gap depth
decreases significantly. However, the zero–µ and zero–e gaps
always appear, even for S = 2.
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of the MM what mainly determines their appearance in the
photonic spectra. Additionally, since non–Bragg gaps are not
based on interference mechanisms, they may remain invariant
to scaling or disorder as in the periodic case [17].

FIG. 3 Photonic spectra for the (a) Fibonacci and (b) Thue–Morse multilayers at oblique
incidence (θ = 45o )

FIG. 4 Photonic spectra as a function of the incident angle for the (a) Fibonacci and (b)
Thue–Morse multilayers generated at level numbers S = 8 and S = 6, respectively.

It is worth noting that in any multilayer, either periodic or aperiodic, the central frequency of the zero–n̄ gap depends on the
ordering of the different building blocks, whereas the central
frequencies of the zero–µ and zero–e gaps are fixed by the condition that a constitutive parameter of the MM becomes zero.
As a result, multilayers with identical building blocks but different spatial patterns may exhibit different degrees of interaction between zero–n̄, zero–µ and zero–e gaps. For the binary
multilayers considered here, the degree of interaction can be
controlled by tuning the values for the ratio d B / d A between
widths of air and MM layers. However, equations (8) and (9)
show that this tuning effect may work differently for different
spatial patterns: while the value of the central frequency for
the zero–n̄ gap in the Fibonacci asymptotic limit (S → ∞) involves the golden ratio, in the Thue–Morse case this value is
identical to the periodic case.
In Figure 4 we plot the dependence of the photonic spectra of
the aperiodic structures analyzed on the incident angle for TE
and TM polarization. We have considered different generation
levels of the systems in order to compare the results obtained
with a similar numbers of layers.
The width of the zero–n̄ gap does not change appreciably for
TE polarization, but it gets narrower when θ → 90o for TM polarization, specially in the Thue–Morse structure. On the other
hand, the new zero–µ and zero–e gaps increase with the angle
θ. We observe a similar tendency with these non–Bragg gaps
in both aperiodic structures, since it is the material dispersion

It should be noted that, although in practice MMs are microstructured systems, they have been modeled as continuous media in our simulations, since its microstructural features are assumed to be considerably smaller in size than the
wavelength. The dispersion relations of the MM constitutive
parameters, given in our case by Eq. (7), are at the base of the
new properties found when we combine MMs and ordinary
materials.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, the photonic spectra provided by 1D aperiodic
multilayers –namely the Fibonacci and Thue–Morse lattices–
combining ordinary positive index materials and dispersive
metamaterials have been examined. Using the conventional
transfer matrix method, it was found that the non–Bragg band
gaps exist for the aperiodic structures. The existence of the
zero–n̄ band gap has been proven previously in quasiperiodic
(Fibonacci) multilayers. Here we have found this kind of gap
in other aperiodic structures such as the Thue–Morse lattice.
The proportion of MM and conventional material in the aperiodic multilayer determines the central frequency of the zero–n̄
gap. Furthermore, for oblique incidence, we have shown that
aperiodic multilayers containing MMs can also exhibit non–
Bragg band gaps near frequencies where either the magnetic
permeability µ or the permittivity e of the MM changes sign.
These polarization–selective gaps are more robust than the
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zero–n̄ gap. Even for lower values of the generation order of
the aperiodic sequence, the zero–µ and zero–e gaps appear
in the photonic spectra. It is worth noting that the above results may be generalized to other aperiodic multilayers, like
period–doubling or silver–mean lattices, among others.
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